We give a constructive characterization of codes which are self-dual, nilpotent and principal in a certain finite abelian group algebra over finite field. Algebra automorphisms of such codes are given by a set of polynomial substitutions.
Introduction
Self-dual codes are extensively studied by several authors: S. Berman, G.T.M. Beenker, P. Camion, P. Charpin, F.J. MacWilliams, V. Pless, A. Poli, M.
Ventou, J. Wolfmann.
. . There are few results about the algebra automorphisms of these codes.
Our paper deals with codes which are principal, nilpotent and self-dual in the group algebra A with polynomial representation A = Fq,[X,, . . . , X,,]/(Xf'l-l,...,X:'--1) (q=2', li odd, lsisn).
It is divided in three parts: In the first one, we sum up some basic results about algebra A. In the second one, we give a characterization of principal, nilpotent self-dual codes in A. It is shown that all these codes are isomorphic.
In the last part, we will construct polynomials R, (X,, . . . , X,,) in A, such that the set of substitutions X, + R, (1 c k < n), is an algebra automorphism of these codes. All along, we will emphasize on constructive methods rather than theoretical algebraic aspect (see [6] for a general study of polynomial algebras). Examples will illustrate the main results.
1.
Let fl Pi,i(Xi) (b) Every element in Nk is a nilpotent element whose square is zero.
The proof of this lemma is given in [6] . Note that the nilpotent index of Nk is equal to n + 1. The maximal ideal of the local algebra Ak will be denoted by Mk. Example 1. Let A = FJX,, X,, X&(X:-1, Xz-1, X2-1).
x;-1= (X,-1)(X2,+X,+ l),
There are five equivalence classes:
A is equal to the direct sum of five local algebras Ak:
A=Ai@Az@A&A&A5.
We have:
A, = Ae,, with e, = (X:+X;+ l) ( We are now able to give our characterization of self-dual nilpotent principal codes in A.
Let g=g,+. * . + g, an element in A.
Proposition 1. The ideal (g) is a self-dual nilpotent principal code in A if and only if (1) gk belongs to Mk \ M:
Hence, because of the dimension of (g), we have dim(g,) = $ dim Ak (1 G k SN). By Lemma 5(c) this implies that gk belongs to Mk \ Mz. Point 1 is proved.
On the other hand, we have (g) = (g)l= r(Ann g) (Lemma 5(a)). So: gr(g) = 0. Then, following the direct decomposition of A, we have g,r(g,) = 0 (2t + 1 =G k SN) (This proves point 2(b) and gZk-_lr(gZk) = 0 (1 Sk St)). Hence; r(gZk) = Annzkpl g,,_, = (g,,_,), which implies that we can choose as generator of (gZk) the element r(gZk-_l). This proves 2(a).
(G) Reciprocally, let g = g, t. . * + gN an element in A such that This proves that (g) is self-dual. 
The weight of g, is 36.
-In B2, we can choose h, = Z,+ Z,+ Z,Z,Z,, then g, = q2(h2) = [(x1-1)+(X,-1)+X2(X1-1)(X,-1)(X:+X,+ l)]e*. The weight of g, is 36.
-We will choose g, = g,(X,, X,, XJ. Indeed, the set of substitutions X,+X1, X2+X3, X,-+X, is an automorphism of A which permutes the two algebras A2
and A,. (We write ijk instead of X,X$,X$.) The weight of g is equal to 32. So (g) is a (72, 36) principal nilpotent self-dual code with all weights divisible by 4.
3.
In this part, we construct automorphisms of the principal nilpotent self-dual codes.
Let A,, . . . , AT, the isotypic components of A. Recall that Ak is the direct sum of the tk algebras Aj which are ismorphic.
We can write A = A i@. . * @AT. 
v;=oz,+* . *+z,.
With system (l), we verify that V;V$ . . . V,!,= V,V, . * * V,,. With system (2) Then, Ol; = $le;+;' is defined by the set of substitutions z,~z~+z~z~,z~'z*,z~'z3 and 0, = (pltIl;(pT1 is defined by X,e, + (X,X,+X,+ l)e,, X,e, + X,e,, X,e, + X,e,. (X~+X2+1) x (Xz+ X3 + l)]e,, X,e, + X2e4, X,e, -+ X,e,.
So, an algebra automorphism of the code (g) is defined by the set of substitutions X, -+ X, + (X,X, + X3 + X,)e, + [X2(X, + l)(Xi: + x*+ 1) + x;<x; + x* + 1) xW~+&+l)le4,&+X2, x,-+x,.
